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Installation Instructions 

For Ground Light GL009 F/S. 
 

To be installed by qualified electrician or suitably competent person. 
 

Installation of this fitting must be carried out in accordance with IEE regulations.  
If in doubt consult a qualified electrician. 
 
Input – 220-240v AC, 50-60 Hz. 
NOTE: This product must be earthed. 

 

INSTALLATION: 
 

1. Mains electrical power should be disconnected during installation. 
2. Excavate/form location hole for Ground Light large enough and deep enough to fit the 

plastic sleeve, and a suitable waterproof connector. 
3. Install suitable 3 core wiring from mains supply to location of Ground Light. 
4. Fit the Ground Light sleeve into the hole. If the orientation of all of the lights needs to be 

identical, fit the sleeve with the square recesses aligned to the desired direction. (See 
pictorial diagram). This will ensure all GL009 lamps are orientated the same way when fitted. 
If required, the alignment can be double checked by temporarily fitting the ground light into 
the sleeve. Ensure that the lugs on the light fitting are located in the recesses when doing 
this check. 

5. Connect the Ground Light to the mains supply, including earth, using a suitable waterproof 
connector. 

6. Fit the Ground Light into the sleeve, ensuring it locates in the square recesses. 
7. Backfill the hole to secure the unit. 
8. If the beam aim needs adjusting, unscrew the retaining screws, and remove the top plate 

and glass. 
9. In inclement weather conditions, take care to avoid water ingress whilst performing the 

following adjustments. 
10. To adjust the tilt angle, push on the bevel part of the lamp holder. Do NOT push on the LED 

fitting. 
11. The lamp holder can also be rotated if required. To do this, tilt the lampholder to its 

maximum, place an index finger under the lampholder rim, and pull up to remove it. Refit in 
the desired position.  
Note – If the lampholder will not release by pulling, remove the two screws retaining the 
lampholder bracket, lift the bracket, and push the lampholders out from underneath. Refit 
the lampholders in the desired positions, and refit the bracket.  

12. Replace the top plate and glass and tighten fixing screws, ensuring the top is fitted evenly, and 
that the screws are evenly and tightly fitted. 
 

GL009 F/S - IP67.   

For further technical assistance, contact our technical department on 01604 495151 
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INSTALLATION

Ground light

1) Remove groundlight from

    Plastic sleeve.

Plastic Sleeve

2) Excavate ground hole deep

enough to take plastic sleeve

4) Connect ground light to power

supply by using suitable ip rated mains

connector

5) Place ground light into plastic

sleeve. Ensure that connector and

cable are positioned under recess

in ground light housing

6) Back fill soil around ground

light ensuring it remains level

(Ensure to excavate deep hole to one
side of base of hole to house the excess
cable and connector)

(When installing asymmetric ground
lights ensure that square recesses in
plastic sleeve are point the same
direction as the direction of the beam
of light)
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